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I. Introduction

A. Early Views of Land as a Resource
We are living in a time of decreasing resources and 

increasing population. One of those prime resources is 
land, and in particular land that carries with it attributes 
like a view of something desirable, such as an ocean, 
mountains, or other natural beauty such as a valley.

This isn’t a trend that’s new; Thomas Malthus pre-
dicted it in his “Iron Law of Population,” which sug-
gested that growing population rates would contribute 

to a rising supply of labor that would inevitably lower 
wages. In essence, Malthus feared that continued pop-
ulation growth would drive the world into poverty.1

Paul Ehrlich took this horrifying conclusion one 
step further. In his 1968 book, The Population Bomb, 
he warned of mass starvation of humans in the 1970s 
and 1980s due to overpopulation, as well as other 
major social upheavals.2 The Population Bomb has 
been characterized by its critics as primarily a repeti-
tion of Malthus’s catastrophe argument that popula-
tion growth will outpace agricultural growth unless it’s 
controlled. Ehrlich observed that, since about 1930, 
the population of the world had doubled within a sin-
gle generation, from two billion to nearly four billion, 
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and was on track to do so again. He assumed that 
available resources, on the other hand, and in par-
ticular food, were nearly at their limits.3

Malthus and Ehrlich forgot about land as a re-
source other than to provide food. Both of them 
thought of it in the context of cheap labor and farm-
ing, not as a desirable resource in itself. There is no 
question that, particularly in the last 20 years, popu-
lation patterns and population growth, particularly 
along the coastlines of the United States, have driven 
up land values and heavily emphasized the impor-
tance of factors that influence those values. One of 
those factors is the view from a given parcel of land 
and how obstruction of that view affects its value, 
desirability and, ultimately, its use.

The compression of population into ever smaller 
areas also puts pressure on the value of views and 
the sense of space, whether it’s illusory or not. It 
also gives people something to fight over; one of the 
flashpoints in modern life now among landowners 
in coastal zones and zones where views are valuable 
is the effect of landscaping and, in particular, trees 
on those views and whether those trees should be 
trimmed or removed to restore the views that have 
been lost by their growth and development.

Emotions, not reason, often drive disputes over views—
legal issues involving trees surface as the means of 
settling other neighborly conflicts.

B. Modern Views—Emotional 
Responses

Disputes over views that are blocked by trees take 
on an enormously emotional component. In a mod-
ern world, people with opposing opinions regarding 
their right to a view resolve these disputes with liti-
gation, and not surprisingly, given the explosion in 
property values and the paucity of land with views 
in coastal and other scenic locations, the volume of 
litigation on the topic has exploded. Practitioners in 
this field all agree: emotions, not reason, often drive 
these disputes:

[L]egal issues involving trees often surface as 
the means of settling other neighborly con-
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flicts… I try to look at what is motivating the 
dispute. Many times, it has nothing to do with 
the trees—the trees become a lightning rod for 
other issues. “They started a home remodel-
ing project without my permission.” Or, “They 
didn’t invite me to their daughter’s wedding.” 
Sometimes people aren’t very happy in other 
areas of their life, so the only way they feel like 
they can have control is to make someone else’s 
life miserable.4

In a recent interview, practitioner Randall Stamen 
talked about it further:

These cases are similar to family law cases—
they are like an ex-spouse with children. Peo-
ple are trying to protect their own property; 
they are “baby trees.”… No judge likes these 
cases—they’re highly contentious and highly 
emotional. They have rational people behaving 
irrationally in them. There is also more public 
passion for some trees—historical trees and/or 
trees that people are used to seeing. They can 
become damaging to the infrastructure and 
very high maintenance… When tree disputes 
become worse, kids cannot play together any 
longer; landowners blow clippings and other 
detritus onto the others’ driveway; I see people 
at their worst.5

Different areas of the country have different view 
problems. For example, Midwest practitioners see 
the issues more in relation to “marauding” tree 
roots, boundary line trees and falling limbs, primar-
ily because the property values aren’t as reliant on 
views. A well-known tree law practitioner in Ohio, 
Victor Merullo, opines:

In Ohio, view block is not really much of an 
issue. It’s hard to show a nuisance here; this is 
mostly in California and in the State of Wash-
ington. Neighbor cases, though, are very diffi-
cult to deal with because of the hostility; courts 
are just not very understanding of the problem. 
Most of our ordinances and regulation have to 
do with maintaining historical trees and deter-
mining which species of trees are actually a nui-
sance and potentially causing a problem.6

II. A Legal Right to a View?

A. The Common Law 
With this backdrop of emotion and the apparent 

explosion of litigation because of the dramatic in-
crease in property values for properties with a view, 
what is the underlying law on the right to a view and 
how is it changing?

In the United States, authorities are plenary that 
property owners do not have an inherent right to a view:

Generally, a land owner does not have a right 
of access to air, light, and view over adjoining 
property, and the law is reluctant to imply such 
a right. Thus, under the common law, the own-
er of land has no legal right, in the absence of 
an easement, to the light and air unobstructed 
from the adjoining land. Courts have consis-
tently held there is no private right to a view 
without an express easement or restrictive cov-
enant. Thus, a property owner generally has no 
legal cause for complaint for interference with 
a view by the lawful erection of a building or 
other structure on the adjoining land. 

However, the right of a land owner to air, light, 
or an unobstructed view may be created—

— by private parties through the granting of an 
easement.

— through the adoption of conditions, covenants 
and restrictions.

— by a state legislature, as by creating a right to 
sunlight for a solar collector.

— by local governments in adopting height limits 
to protect views and provide for light and air.7

Trees are clearly different from structures; they 
grow over time and what may not have been an ob-
struction at its inception can eventually become one. 
Courts do not like to get involved, though, in adju-
dicating this type of a neighborhood dispute in the 
absence of clear law, association restrictions, or or-
dinance. California has dealt with case law involving 
trees that essentially block sunlight to a single-family 
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residence, increasing the burden home’s winter heat-
ing bills and making the house gloomy. As a recent 
commentator put it: “Although obstruction of sun-
light would appear to fall within the concept of a 
private nuisance as defined in the Civil Code, courts 
have traditionally refused to consider a landowner’s 
access to sunlight a protected interest.”8

If landowners cannot get redress under common law, 
where does that leave them? Clearly, in the purview of 
the legislative process or with private restrictions.

If landowners cannot get redress under common 
law, where does that leave them? Clearly, in the pur-
view of the legislative process or with private restric-
tions; recent case law and other authority has made 
that clear. The seminal case on the right to a view, 
or lack of one, in California is Pacifica Homeown-
ers Association v. Wesley Palms Retirement Commu-
nity,9 which was handed down in 1986. Its facts set 
the tone for not only future case law but the actions 
of legislative and municipal bodies coming to grips 
with the problem. 

Appellant Pacifica Homeowner’s Association 
members owned single-family residences located 
uphill from the Wesley Palms Retirement Commu-
nity. Those residences had views of the ocean, Mis-
sion Bay and the city of San Diego. Covenants in the 
homeowners’ deeds protected the views from future 
obstruction. Wesley Palms was granted a conditional 
use permit in 1958 to operate a retirement hotel on a 
40-acre tract of land with landscaping and a five-sto-
ry building height restriction. Twenty-five years later, 
eucalyptus and pine trees on the retirement hotel’s 
property exceeded the height of its five-story build-
ing and wound up obstructing the homeowners’ 
views. The homeowners alleged that the retirement 
hotel was burdened with a servitude not to permit 
any obstruction taller than its five-story building, but 
the trial court dismissed its lawsuit. The California 
Court of Appeal affirmed, finding that there was 
no implied restriction on the height of the trees in 
the conditional use permit that limited the height of 
Wesley Palms’ building. The focus of the permit was 
on the aesthetics of the hotel’s property, not on pro-

tecting the homeowners’ views at the time the servi-
tude was entered into.

The Court articulated why:

The Association also contends it has a cause of 
action against the Wesley Palms because Wesley 
Palms, in accepting the benefits of the permit, 
accepted a corresponding obligation to conduct 
its operation in good faith, i.e., to not cause un-
necessary or unreasonable interference with 
the rights of surrounding property owners by 
allowing its trees to obstruct their views. How-
ever, as we noted before, a property owner has 
no natural right to an unobstructed view. In the 
absence of any agreement, statute or govern-
mentally imposed conditions on development 
creating a right to an unobstructed view, it can-
not be said Wesley Palms either acted in bad 
faith or interfered with any right. It did only 
what the law allows.10

The Wesley Palms court was sending a bright light 
out—courts are not going to interfere in these dis-
putes unless there is a pre-existing ordinance or regu-
lation, or an easement between the parties.

Cities, besieged by residents who want relief and can’t 
get it in the courts, are beginning to enact ordinances 
and other municipal regulations to compel or 
mandate limitations.

B. Municipal Ordinances 
As a result of Wesley Palms and similar decisions, 

cities, besieged by residents who want relief and can’t 
get it in the courts, are beginning to enact ordinances 
and other municipal regulations to compel or man-
date the types of limitations sought in Wesley Palms, 
with varying degrees of municipal involvement.

An objective third party viewing this conflict 
would most likely wonder why a municipality would 
want to enter a fray fraught with liability and con-
flict, particularly when it would be likely to make at 
least one of the parties, both of whom are citizens 
and voters, unhappy. Not surprisingly, the cities have 
thought about this, too. How and in what manner 
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the resulting ordinances have been framed is what is 
beginning to guide the new wave of litigation and its 
eventual resolution.

1. San Francisco, CA

The preeminent ordinance is the one enacted by 
the City of San Francisco. The ordinance itself is con-
tained in the City’s Public Works Code at §§820 to 
829. It promotes solar energy (§ 821(3)) but, per-
haps more importantly, it explicitly talks about cre-
ating rights in favor of neighbors whose views are 
blocked by trees:

The San Francisco tree dispute resolution ordi-
nance is enacted for the following public purposes:

(1) To create rights in favor of private 
property owners relating to the restoration 
of sunlight or views lost due to tree growth 
and to create a procedure for the resolution 
of disputes concerning those rights[.]11

The following paragraphs explicitly give an ag-
grieved landowner rights to complain about loss of a 
view, and explicitly talk about loss of value as a result:

A complaining party who believes in good faith 
that the growth, maintenance or location of a 
tree on the private property of a tree owner di-
minishes the beneficial use or economic value 
of his or her property because the tree interferes 
with the access to sunlight or views naturally 
accruing to the property, shall notify the tree 
owner in writing of these concerns …

(e) Litigation. In those cases where initial rec-
onciliation fails and binding arbitration is not 
elected, civil action may be pursued by the com-
plaining party for resolution of the sunlight ac-
cess or view tree claim under the provisions of 
this ordinance.12

The Code framework goes on to, again, explicitly 
mention view obstruction:

In resolving the tree dispute, the tree arbitra-
tor or court shall consider the benefits and bur-
dens derived from the alleged obstruction[.] 
The complaining party shall have the burden 

of proving that the burdens posed by the tree 
owner’s trees outweigh the benefits provided by 
the trees with respected to the proposed restor-
ative action.

(a) Burdens….

(5) The extent to which the alleged ob-
struction interferes with sunlight or view. 
The degree of obstruction shall be deter-
mined by means of a measuring instrument 
or photography.13

The ordinance goes on to discuss the aesthetics 
and visual quality of the tree itself and how that tree 
enhances the appearance, design and/or use of tree 
owner’s property, as well as whether the tree is na-
tive to the local region and of indigenous nature to 
the species that the tree belongs to. Finally, the ordi-
nance talks about trimming and/or thinning of the 
branches as well as other arboreal solutions short of 
actually having to remove the tree.

2. Tiburon, CA

An adjacent city, the town of Tiburon, located in 
Marin County just north of the city of San Francis-
co, has established a similar, but perhaps even more 
Draconian ordinance. The phrase “unreasonable 
obstruction” of views is mentioned seriatim through 
the entire ordinance.14 The ordinance actually sets 
out examples of what views are to be protected:

Some additional examples are:

• San Francisco Bay (including San Pablo Bay, 
Richardson Bay, and islands therein);

• The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge;

• The Golden Gate Bridge;

• The Richmond-San Rafael Bridge;

• Mount Tamalpais;

• The Tiburon Peninsula or surrounding commu-
nities (including the City of San Francisco).15

A complex series of criteria are set out to deter-
mine whether the obstruction is unreasonable. They 
include:
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(a)  The extent of obstruction of pre-existing views 
from, or sunlight reaching, the primary living area 
or active use area of the Complaining Party[.]

(b)  The quality of the pre-existing views being ob-
structed, including obstruction of landmarks, 
vistas, or other unique features.

(c)  The extent to which the trees interfere with the 
efficient operation of a Complaining Party’s pre-
existing solar energy systems[.]16

Most of the remedies and other provisions in the 
Tiburon ordinance “track” the San Francisco or-
dinance and, for that matter, other ordinances in 
Northern California, including those of the City of 
Belvedere and Berkeley.

C. Litigating Tree Ordinances
Not surprisingly, the Tiburon ordinance became 

the focus of litigation not long after it was enacted. 
Gilbert and Heidi Kucera, owners of an apartment 
building, relied on the ordinance to attempt resolu-
tion of a dispute with neighboring apartment build-
ing owner Tiberio Lizza over eight Monterey pines 
which had grown to obstruct their view.17 The trial 
court, however, agreed with Lizza’s argument that 
the ordinance was invalid. It held the ordinance un-
constitutional and void as preempted by State law 
governing the creation of servitudes and land bur-
dens, and as an arbitrary and unreasonable exercise 
of the police power.18 The trial court’s judgment was 
appealed, and an absolute onslaught of municipali-
ties ran to the defense of the Tiburon ordinance, 
including 71 cities ranging from Chico in northern 
California to San Diego in southern California.

“The state may legitimately exercise its police powers 
to advance aesthetic values … The concept of the 
public welfare is broad and inclusive. The values it 
represents are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as 
well as monetary.”

The big question clearly was whether munici-
palities could exercise their police power to regulate 
views and sunlight. The Kucera court went back to a 

long line of cases (followed in Federal law as well as 
in state law) to determine whether the police power 
had been exceeded:

The constitutional measure by which we judge 
the validity of a land use ordinance assailed as 
exceeding municipal authority under the police 
power is whether it has a real or substantial 
relation to the public health, safety, morals or 
general welfare. Conversely, it is unconstitu-
tional only if its provisions are clearly arbitrary 
and unreasonable, having no substantial rela-
tion to the public health, safety, morals, or gen-
eral welfare.19

Both Lizza and the court agreed that safety con-
siderations were peripheral to the ordinance, and the 
court clearly said so:

The ordinance considers the effects of tree shade 
on solar energy systems … and may contribute 
to the health of residents by preserving natural 
light and views … but Lizza is correct to say 
the ordinance, in its stated objectives, is mainly 
concerned with aesthetic considerations.20

The court, however, departed from prior law and 
solidly came down on the side of allowing a munici-
pality to closely regulate aesthetics:

[The fact that the ordinance is mainly concerned 
with aesthetics] does not void the ordinance. 
“It is well settled that the state may legitimately 
exercise its police powers to advance aesthetic 
values… The concept of the public welfare is 
broad and inclusive. The values it represents 
are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as 
well as monetary.” [Citations omitted.]

Those values also change over time, flexing the 
elastic concept of police power. “What was at 
one time regarded as an improper exercise of the 
police power may now, because of changed living 
conditions, be recognized as a legitimate exercise 
of that power.” [Citations omitted.] “Virtually 
every city in this state has enacted zoning ordi-
nances for the purpose of improving the appear-
ance of the urban environment and the quality 
of metropolitan life.” [Citations omitted.]
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The preservation of sunlight has been recog-
nized for nearly 40 years as a valid police pow-
er purpose supporting height limitations. “In 
the exercise of the police power a local govern-
ment can impose restrictions on the maximum 
height of buildings for the purpose of securing 
adequate sunlight to promote public health in 
general… And likewise such government can 
restrict the height of fences.” [Citations omit-
ted.] The ordinance here is in many applications 
a height limitation on trees, which is directly 
analogous and therefore a proper police-power 
goal. It follows, t^he goal of preserving views is 
equally valid. Daytime views are created by re-
flected or indirect sunlight reaching the viewer. 
Evening views are only once removed, usually 
comprised of mixed natural and artificial light. 
“Local government may … protect views and 
provide for light and air through the adoption 
of height limits”… and, we hold, through the 
regulation of tree planting or growth.”21

The Kucera court tried to minimize the impact of 
its ruling, referring to it as simply further delineating 
the police power and showing it to be an extension, 
but not an expansion, of typical zoning authority, 
using the example of height limitations to preserve 
views. This may have been sophistic legerdemain; 
trees grow, buildings don’t, and once a height limit 
is established, absent a variance or other municipal 
action the building owner is prevented from build-
ing the building any higher. That is not the case with 
trees; they can be approved in a landscape plan and 
no one may have thought about what happens when 
they grow up and block the neighbor’s view. 

California, by the date of the Kucera opinion 
(1997), had already begun stringing together a series 
of cases to expand the definition of police power, and 
the Kucera court summarized them:

The goals of this ordinance are further support-
ed by settled case law as preserving the char-
acter of a neighborhood, since they prevent in-
cremental tree growth which would otherwise 
alter preexisting vistas and receipt of light. [Ci-
tations omitted.] A denial of a building permit 
under a view protection ordinance enacted “to 
protect the visual quality of highly scenic areas 

and maintain the rural character” of a city [ci-
tations omitted] was upheld against a claim of 
abused discretion, the court noting proper reli-
ance on the goal of protecting the character of 
the area and a finding of unmitigated adverse 
impact on existing views.22

What is unique about both Tiburon’s ordinance 
and the Kucera opinion is that a very arbitrary and 
difficult-to-define standard as to how much of a view 
a tree may block now comes under the penumbra of 
municipal regulation. There is no doubt that situa-
tions arise causing neighbor conflict over this topic. 
Injecting the city into it, though, allows local author-
ity to impose its decisions on its citizens. In a very 
real sense this is not unlike a homeowner’s associa-
tion’s set of covenants, conditions and restrictions, 
but they aren’t voted on by the landowners; the mu-
nicipality imposes it on them. 

There is no question that this is the trend, as a city 
to the south of Tiburon has had nearly the identical 
problem and found nearly the identical solution a lit-
tle bit more recently. In 2011, Echevarrieta v. City of 
Rancho Palos Verdes23 discussed and adjudicated the 
City of Rancho Palos Verdes’ Municipal Ordinance 
§ 17.02.040 regarding a “view restoration permit.” 
Under Rancho Palos Verdes’ ordinance, an in-house re-
view was conducted by the City when a neighbor com-
plained about view obstructions. The court explained:

In pertinent part, this ordinance prohibits resi-
dents of the City from significantly impairing 
a view by permitting foliage to grow in excess 
of certain height limitations. If foliage in exis-
tence already exceeds those height limitations, 
the person whose view is impaired must first 
attempt to informally resolve the matter with 
the person who owns the foliage, and if that 
fails, may apply for a “view restoration per-
mit.” Hearings on the application for the per-
mit are conducted by a view restoration com-
mission (VRC), a committee of seven members 
appointed by the City Council. The VRC may 
grant the permit only if certain specified find-
ings are made. If the VRC orders any foliage 
trimmed or removed, or replacement foliage is 
ordered planted, the costs are to be borne by 
the permit applicant.24
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The Echevarrieta facts were perfect for this type 
of law-making:

Since 1966, Norbert Keilbach has lived on Greve 
Drive in the City. His home faces south towards 
the Pacific Ocean and Catalina Island. Appellant 
lives on Ganado Drive, on a slope directly be-
low Keilbach’s home. Appellant has several trees 
which are near the border of his property and 
Keilbach’s, which purportedly block Keilbach’s 
view of the ocean and Catalina Island. Appel-
lant purchased his property in 1964. The trees 
did not exist prior to the establishment of either 
Keilbach’s or appellant’s lots.25

Keilbach went through the application process 
to obtain a view restoration permit, and won one, 
requiring that Echevarrieta remove three pine trees, 
and trim the tops of five other trees, at Keilbach’s 
expense. Not surprisingly, Echevarrieta appealed the 
decision to the City Council and they remanded it 
back to the view restoration commission, which ap-
proved a resolution requiring Echevarrieta to trim 
eight of his trees but also required Keilbach to plant 
a barrier of no more than 20 to 25 low-growing 
shrubs to mitigate Echevarrieta’s privacy concerns.

Echevarrieta then filed a petition for writ of man-
date and a complaint for declaratory relief, claiming 
that the City and City Council abused their discre-
tion in affirming the VRC’s decision and, interesting-
ly, that “the City [had] actively engaged in a species 
of illegal spot zoning,” that is, the “unreasonable, 
arbitrary and discriminatory” classification of prop-
erty by the enactment of unreasonable and arbitrary 
regulations pertaining to certain uses or classifica-
tions of property.26

Echevarrieta’s petition was denied ,and the City 
took the extraordinary step of obtaining from the 
Superior Court a warrant authorizing entry onto 
Echevarrieta’s property “for the sole and exclusive 
purposes of trimming, culling, and lacing trees and 
foliage.” This forced Echevarrieta to obtain a 90-day 
stay of execution on the warrant, and he then filed 
a petition for writ of supersedeas. The California 
Court of Appeal denied the writ and heard the over-
all appeal.

The ordinance at issue had been approved by vot-
ers before becoming part of the City’s Municipal 
Code. The Echevarrieta court cited and followed the 
Kucera court in determining that the ordinance was 
a valid exercise of police power since the articulation 
of public health, safety and welfare concerns were set 
out on the ballot put before the voters:

Specifically, this ordinance:

1. Protects, enhances and perpetuates views 
available to property owners and visitors be-
cause of the unique topographical features of 
the Palos Verdes Peninsula. These views pro-
vide unique and irreplaceable assets to the City 
and its neighboring communities.

2. Defines and protects finite visual resources 
by establishing limits which construction and 
plant growth can attain before encroaching 
onto a view.

3. Insures that the development of each parcel 
of land or additions to residences or structures 
occurs in a manner which is harmonious and 
maintains neighborhood compatibility and the 
character of contiguous sub-community devel-
opment as defined in the General Plan.27

In a very real sense, the court’s “hands off” policy 
is analogous to aesthetic regulation in general and 
design review boards in particular; if a municipality 
wants to predetermine what it’s going to look like 
aesthetically, it can do it.

Now, the Echevarrieta Court was expanding the 
Kucera doctrine and clothing it in self-determination 
language. In essence, the Echevarrieta court was say-
ing, if the citizens want it, and they’ll delegate the 
power to a City agency to do it, we won’t interfere 
with it. In a very real sense, this “hands off” policy 
is analogous to aesthetic regulation in general and 
design review boards in particular; if a municipality 
wants to predetermine what it’s going to look like 
aesthetically, it can do it and now, under Kucera and 
Echevarrieta, it can regulate how it looks with re-
gard to its landscaping, too.
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So, in order to make the nuisance claims that 
litigants try to use to “bootstrap” their “right to a 
view” into compensable damages and perhaps an in-
junction, they seem to need an ordinance to do it. 
However, not many of those ordinances exist outside 
of California and, for that matter, almost nowhere 
other than on the West Coast. The reason that this 
is true is simple, and was brought out in an inter-
view by a well-known tree law practitioner, Victor 
Merullo: “California is the leading state for tree view 
block. Where I practice, in Ohio, it’s hard to show 
nuisance here so we don’t have any real cases. This 
really isn’t dealt with in the Midwest or, for that mat-
ter, in the East, either.”28

For some reason, a number of “celebrity” cas-
es have arisen in the last few years regarding tree 
view block. Dr. Mehmet Oz, a well known televi-
sion personality, is embroiled in litigation with his 
uphill neighbor, Angelo Bisceglie, Jr., and the bor-
ough of Cliffside Park in New Jersey.29 The plain-
tiff’s attorney, Mark Silberblatt, opined in a recent 
interview that: “The Yankee (East Coast) mentality 
is to resolve these matters without the intervention of 
courts generally and without towns or municipalities 
getting involved.”

The San Francisco software magnate, Larry Elli-
son, owner of Oracle Software, became embroiled 
in litigation with his downhill neighbor in the tony 
Pacific Heights area of San Francisco, leading to 
highly publicized litigation and eventual resolution 
before trial.30 In that case, Ellison had the advantage 
of the City of San Francisco’s tree view ordinance to 
“piggyback” onto, as well as a cause of action for 
declaratory relief:31 

Because Defendants have failed and refused, 
and continue to fail and refuse, to maintain 
their trees at a reasonable level, so as to leave 
Plaintiff’s views unobstructed and allow access 
to sunlight, Plaintiff has been forced to bring 
this action. Plaintiff believes that Defendants 
will continue to violate the Ordinance unless 
they are permanently enjoined by the Court. In-
junctive relief is specifically authorized by San 
Francisco Municipal Code § 827. 32 

The plaintiff litigating against Dr. Oz can’t avail 
himself of an ordinance; he is resorting to consider-

ing a stand of trees in his case as a “spite fence.” In 
the case involving Dr. Oz, the plaintiff is alleging the 
violation of a “fence ordinance”:

[T]his action concerns construction that the 
Ozs have recently undertaken on the Property, 
including in particular: (a) the erection of two 
fences … one (consisting of three (3) forty (40) 
foot high cedar pine trees spanning forty (40) 
feet) located immediately behind Plaintiff’s 
residence; the second (consisting of numerous 
bamboo trees, each approximately 14’ high) lo-
cated on the western portion of the Property … 
4. The above construction, which has resulted 
in depriving Plaintiff of a spectacular view of 
the Hudson River and the New York skyline, 
was undertaken in violation of a Cliffside Park 
fence ordinance …” 33

D. Spite Fence Laws
Spite fence statutes can provide another avenue for 

complaining property owners to get relief, if they can 
fit within the confines of spite fence law. Spite fence 
laws are common throughout the United States. A 
recent article defines them and explains why the ra-
tionale makes some sense:

A spite fence can be defined as any structure 
which serves no useful purpose or which serves 
a purpose deemed ‘subordinate and incidental’ 
to the detriment suffered by the complaining 
landowner as a result of such structure… To-
day, many American states have created spite 
fence statutes, and those which have not gener-
ally allow for an action to curtail spite fences 
in the courts. The spite fence exception proves 
significant because it affords a landowner, hav-
ing no special easement to view, a superior 
right vis-a-vis another individual who wishes to 
maintain a fence which serves no useful purpose 
and which obstructs the complaining landown-
er’s view. It is also significant in that it affords 
the landowner an action in nuisance against the 
individual who constructed the ‘spite fence,’ 
and thereby lends support to the possibility of a 
more general action in nuisance for landowners 
suffering losses of view.34
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The article points out that spite fence statutes exist in 
California, Connecticut and New York,35 and Georgia 
has common law supporting spite fence litigation.36 

Spite fence statutes generally articulate a height 
limitation, and California’s is no different:

841.4. Spite fences.

Any fence or other structure in the nature of a 
fence unnecessarily exceeding 10 feet in height 
maliciously erected or maintained for the pur-
pose of annoying the owner or occupant of ad-
joining property is a private nuisance.37

Regarding the history of spite fence statutes, one 
California court has noted:

[S]pite fence statutes grew out of an increas-
ing awareness in the late 1800’s that a prop-
erty owner’s right to use his or her land was not 
unlimited. Various states enacted such statutes 
to prevent an owner from building a structure 
or fence that was unnecessarily high and that 
needlessly interfered with his or her neighbor’s 
light and air.38

Other states are beginning to follow California’s 
lead and, rather than clothe tree view block law in 
“spite fence” law, are enacting specific municipal ordi-
nances to deal with the issue. For example, the Clyde 
Hill, Washington ordinance and its reason for enact-
ment bear review, as its genesis was a far different one 
than the impetus to create the California ordinances.39 

Clyde Hill itself is an interesting “laboratory” to 
test a view ordinance. It is a very wealthy town in 
the state of Washington, ranking fourth of 522 areas 
in the State of Washington in per capita income. It 
comprises only 1.1 square miles and, as of the 2010 
census, its population was only 2,984 people. 

A local realtor in the area, Emmanuel Fonte, pro-
vides on his website a bucolic description of the city:

Clyde Hill lies serenely overlooking the glisten-
ing waters of Lake Washington just east of the 
city of Seattle. It was formed as a low-density 
residential community which over the years 
has produced an established large lot residen-
tial development pattern. Today the philosophy 
of the city is to retain and maintain its original 

spacious and wooded character and to remain 
a relatively small, simple and intimate commu-
nity. Clyde Hill demonstrates its commitment 
to things environmental and the quality resi-
dential areas, the parks, the views and natural 
landscape are all features the community fierce-
ly maintains.

Clyde Hill was incorporated in 1953 and cov-
ers an area of approximately one square mile. 
It is known as one of the “Point Cities” on the 
Eastside’s “Gold Coast” and has a total land 
area of only 667 acres. The city is zoned single 
family residential with the exception of a gas 
station on the corner of 84th Avenue NE and 
Points Drive, and a Tully’s Coffee shop located 
on Points Drive and NE 28th Street.40

Clyde Hill’s municipal ordinance “tracks” the Ti-
buron ordinance, and that’s no coincidence. In an 
interview with Mitch Wasserman, Clyde Hill’s City 
Manager of 21 years, he related that when the city 
began searching for a tree view ordinance that it 
could emulate, it found Tiburon’s.41 

The ordinance itself closely tracks Tiburon’s; its 
§ 17.38.050 requires findings of its Board of Adjust-
ment as follows in order for a complainant to obtain 
relief:

2. That the view from or the sunlight reaching 
the real property of the complainant is unrea-
sonably obstructed and the manner in which 
the view or sunlight is obstructed. In determin-
ing whether the view from or sunlight reaching 
the real property of the complainant is unrea-
sonably obstructed, the board may consider 
several factors, which include but are not lim-
ited to, the following:

a. The extent of the alleged view obstruc-
tion, expressed as a percentage of the total 
view, and calculated by means of a survey-
or’s transit or by photographs or both;

b. The extent to which landmarks or other 
unique view features … are obstructed;

c. The extent to which the tree(s) cause 
shadows or reduce air circulation and/or light;
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d. The extent to which the tree(s) affect 
the real property value of the complainant’s 
real property[.]

3. That such obstruction materially decreases 
the enjoyment of the real property of the com-
plainant; and

4. That trimming, pruning, removal or other 
alteration of the site of the obstruction in the 
manner to be determined by the board will not 
unreasonably decrease the enjoyment of the 
real property of the tree owner, as determined 
by an objective evaluation.42

The drafting of this ordinance clearly puts the 
City’s Board of Adjustment in control of making 
view obstruction decisions. When asked why the 
City was willing to take on the responsibility, the 
City Manager went into great detail about the pro-
cess that brought the City’s residents and citizens to 
this conclusion:

We have a series of hearings; it was very con-
tentious but we worked through the process. 
Our citizens felt that it needed to be addressed 
neighbor to neighbor in a neighborly way. We 
put it into effect in 1991. We used an intern 
from the University of Washington to prepare 
a landscape “bible” which was a guide to the 
different types of indigenous plants and trees, 
together with how they would affect view. We 
divided up areas of the city into different tree 
or plant “zones”—how you might mitigate the 
impact to neighbors—what’s appropriate for 
the area. For example, sequoias are not appro-
priate for all areas.

We provide a free service with the city arbor-
ist; we’ve only had two of these issues go to 
the Board of Adjustment since the inception of 
the new framework. It’s a no-win if you cannot 
work it out in a neighborly way. We recognize 
the motivations and try to address them. If the 
neighbors have other “baggage,” that causes 
problems and that takes time to affect. But we 
find it very rewarding. We’re the “Switzerland” 
of views. We require a landscape review if the 
footprint of a home will change; the arborist 
looks at the plans … it’s good to have a neutral 

expert. We want to try to maintain the self-re-
spect of the neighbors.43

The City Manager’s comments echo those of the 
tree attorneys. The emotional tenor of these disputes 
play into them and, oftentimes, neighbors have other 
complaints unrelated to the view that are affecting or 
coloring the dispute. In a sense, though, because of 
Clyde Hill’s tiny size, its affluent population, its rug-
ged topography and the direct link of views to prop-
erty value, it’s a perfect microcosm to study whether 
regulatory oversight by a municipal body will work. 
The bigger question, though, is whether this frame-
work would actually work in a larger, more spread-
out region.

III. Conclusion

Clearly, as land values related to views become 
worth more and more, friction and disputes will most 
certainly arise. While California has been on the cut-
ting edge area of law, population growth, escalating 
property values for view property, and the general 
increasing volume of litigation all militate in favor of 
the likelihood of further aesthetic regulation. Most 
likely, that regulation will extend to granting police 
power to municipalities around the country to care-
fully regulate landscaping in detail, far beyond the 
level and extent that municipalities presently engage 
in. The question of private property rights and, for 
that matter, privacy in general, will therefore be left 
to another day. Without a doubt, though, that day is 
fast approaching.
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RECENT CASES

Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals holds part of 
St. Louis sign ordinance unconstitutional.

Neighborhood Enterprises, Inc. (Neighborhood) 
managed several properties of Sanctuary in the Ordi-
nary (SITO), a nonprofit corporation. Both organiza-
tions were founded by Jim Roos, a critic of the City 
of St. Louis’s use of eminent domain for private de-
velopment. Roos commissioned a sign or mural that 
was painted on the side of a SITO-owned building. 
The sign/mural consisted of the words “End Eminent 
Domain Abuse” inside a red circle and slash. It was 
about 363 or 369 square feet in area.

The City of St. Louis issued a citation declaring 
the sign/mural to be an illegal sign for which a permit 
had to be obtained. SITO and Neighborhood applied 
for a permit, but the application was denied because, 
inter alia, the sign was larger than allowed by the 
zoning code. The denial was upheld on administra-
tive appeal.

SITO sued in state court, alleging, inter alia, that 
the City’s denial of the permit, and the zoning code 
provisions on which the City relied, violated its state 
and federal constitutional rights to free speech. The 
action was removed to federal district court, and that 
court entered summary judgment in favor of the City.

On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Eighth Circuit reversed and remanded. The court 
noted that while restricting signs, the ordinances 
also exempted from the definition of “sign” various 
categories of displays, including (1) flags of nations, 
states, cities, and fraternal, religious and civic orga-
nizations; (2) merchandise; (3) time and tempera-
ture devices; (4) national, state, religious, fraternal, 
professional and civic symbols or crests and displays 
showing the time and subject matter of religious ser-
vices; and (5) works of art. Because the distinctions 
between displays regulated by the sign ordinances 
and those not subject to the ordinances were based 
solely on content, the ordinances were content-based 
and therefore subject to strict scrutiny.

The City asserted that its interests in enacting the 
ordinances were traffic safety and aesthetics. These 

interests, the court said, have been deemed substan-
tial in some cases, but never compelling. And even 
if the City’s interests were assumed to justify con-
tent-based sign restrictions, the ordinances could 
not withstand strict scrutiny, because they were not 
narrowly tailored to accomplish the City’s ends. The 
court remanded the case for determination of wheth-
er the unconstitutional content-based definition of 
“sign” could be severed from the remainder of the 
ordinance. Neighborhood Enterprises, Inc. v. City of 
St. Louis, 644 F.3d 728 (8th Cir. 2011), reh’g and 
reh’g en banc denied, (Aug. 18, 2011).

Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania 
upholds refusal to permit construction of 
religious offices and conference room in 
residential area.

The Bawa Muhaiyaddeen Fellowship owned 
two adjacent parcels of land in a residential district 
in Philadelphia. The Fellowship acquired the first 
parcel in 1973 and constructed a mosque on it as 
a legal nonconforming use. In 2001 the Fellowship 
purchased the adjacent property, on which stood a 
residential home. The Fellowship wanted to renovate 
the property to accommodate the needs of its fellow-
ship. It sought a use variance in order to construct 
a mechanical room in the basement, an office with 
a conference room on the first floor, more offices on 
the second floor, and a caretaker’s apartment on the 
third floor.

The variance was denied on the grounds that the 
proposed use was not permitted in a residential dis-
trict. The decision was upheld on administrative ap-
peal to the Zoning Board of Adjustment. The Fel-
lowship sought judicial review, and the trial court 
upheld the denial.

On appeal, the Commonwealth Court of Pennsyl-
vania affirmed. The Fellowship argued that denial 
of the variance resulted in unnecessary hardship be-
cause the property in question, being surrounded by 
properties used for religious purposes, was valueless 
as a residence. The court rejected this contention. 
The properties at issue—a Cardinal’s home, a con-
vent adjacent to that home, and a residence owned 
by St. Joseph’s University—were indeed owned by 
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religious institutions, but there had been no showing 
that they were being used as anything but residences.

The Fellowship also contended that the Board of 
Adjustment erred in concluding that its proposed 
uses would create an overuse of the property, inas-
much as the granting of the variance would merely 
shift uses already being made on the adjacent prop-
erty to the subject property. The court, however, 
said that the Fellowship had not presented evidence 
supporting that contention. Rather, noted the court, 
the Fellowship’s general secretary had testified that 
eight volunteers would use the subject property daily 
and up to 12 additional people would visit the li-
brary and use the conference room each week. The 
evidence was sufficient to support the Board’s deter-
mination that the proposed use of the property was 
contrary to the public interest.

Finally, the court rejected the Fellowship’s con-
tention that the denial of the variance violated its 
equal protection rights. To prevail on this issue, the 
Fellowship had to show that its proposed noncon-
forming uses were similar to those permitted in the 
district by right or special permit. The Fellowship 
argued that its proposed uses of the property for a 
conference room, library, and offices were similar to 
use as a family day care center (a use permitted in the 
district), because those uses were low-intensity and 
beneficial to the community. The court noted that to 
be permitted under the relevant ordinance, a family 
day care center had to be operated in a manner inci-
dental to the use of a property as a residence, which 
was a use as of right. By contrast, the use of the Fel-
lowship’s property as a visiting center for volunteers 
and scholars would not be incidental to the primary 
use of the property as a residence and would not in-
volve a use as of right. The court also noted that use 
of property as a family day care center was limited 
to six children and was closely regulated, while the 
Fellowship’s intended use did not limit the number 
of people using the property and was not subject to 
regulatory oversight. The court concluded that the 
Fellowship’s proposed uses of the property were not 
similarly situated to a family day care center.

Finally, the court addressed the Fellowship’s ar-
gument that its proposed uses were similar to non-
conforming religious uses taking place on surround-
ing properties, including those owned by St. Joseph’s 

University and the Pentecostal Christian Church. 
The Fellowship, said the court, had not offered any 
evidence to establish how the surrounding proper-
ties were being used, or whether such uses were non-
conforming. Nothing in the record indicated that the 
properties were being used other than as residences, a 
use permitted in the district. Furthermore, unlike the 
Pentecostal Christian Church, the Fellowship did not 
intend to use its property as a place of worship. Bawa 
Muhaiyaddeen Fellowship v. Philadelphia Zoning Bd. 
of Adjustment, 19 A.3d 36 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2011).

Court of Appeals of Texas holds that city 
asserting ownership of land under color of 
title lacked intent needed to support claim 
for inverse condemnation.

Sherwood Blount owned real property in down-
town Dallas. Sunbelt Savings and NCNB Texas Na-
tional Bank obtained independent judgments against 
Blount. In the years that followed, the judgments and 
resulting liens against Blount’s property were trans-
ferred to various different entities, and the downtown 
property was subjected to three foreclosure sales, at 
which it was purchased by two different entities. The 
City of Dallas ultimately claimed ownership of the 
property, tracing its title through the Sunbelt Savings 
judgment. CKS Asset Management, Inc. claimed ti-
tle to the same property, tracing its title through the 
NCNB Texas National Bank judgment.

After the City began construction on the property 
for a performing arts center, CKS filed suit against 
the City, alleging that CKS was the owner of the 
property. CKS asserted an inverse condemnation 
claim, requesting “just compensation.” The City 
filed a plea to the jurisdiction (challenging the trial 
court’s subject matter jurisdiction). After a hearing, 
the trial court denied the plea.

On interlocutory appeal, the Court of Appeals of 
Texas, Dallas, reversed. The City argued, inter alia, 
that because it was acting under color of title, it did 
not have the requisite intent to support a claim for 
inverse condemnation. The court agreed. The City 
had submitted documentation in the trial court that 
it had purchased the property at issue from a third 
party. Although the court did not attempt to decide 
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who had superior title, the court held that in as-
serting its ownership the City was acting “akin to 
a private party,” and not as a sovereign. The court 
acknowledged a conflict between its holding and that 
of the Austin Court of Appeals in two other cases, 
but noted that it was not bound by those cases and 
in any event deemed them distinguishable. The court 
dismissed CKS’s claims against the City. City of Dal-
las v. CKS Asset Management, Inc., 345 S.W.3d 199 
(Tex. App. Dallas 2011), petition for review filed, 
(Aug. 22, 2011).

Supreme Judicial Court of Maine rejects 
landowners’ contention that they were not 
responsible for code violation consisting of 
presence of mobile home on their property 
placed there by another.

Lawrence A. Taylor and Donald C. Taylor owned 
a lot in the Town of Levant and were negotiating 
the sale of the lot to Timothy Linnell. Linnell parked 
a mobile home on the lot. It remained unoccupied 
and was not connected to any plumbing or utilities. 
The town’s code enforcement officer sent the Tay-
lors a letter stating that the presence of the mobile 
home was a violation of the Town’s land use ordi-
nance. Shortly afterward, the Town attorney sent the 
Taylors a letter directing them to cease the violation 
within 15 days. The Town ultimately filed a com-
plaint against the Taylors in state court

After a hearing, the court found that the pres-
ence of the mobile home violated a provision of the 
town’s land use ordinance requiring a permit for re-
locating or locating one or two buildings onto a lot. 
The court rejected the Taylors’ contention that they 
were not liable for the violation inasmuch as they 
had no role in allowing the mobile home to be placed 
on their land and to remain on their land.

On appeal, the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine 
affirmed. The lower court did not err in holding the 
Taylors liable for the violation committed on their 
property, because (1) the Town’s ordinance autho-
rized imposition of fines against landowners for the 
violation; (2) the Taylors had notice of the violation; 
(3) as the landowners, they had control over the use 
of their land; and (4) they had a reasonable opportu-

nity to correct the violation. Town of Levant v. Tay-
lor, 2011 ME 64, 19 A.3d 831 (Me. 2011).

Supreme Court of Louisiana holds that 
denial of permit to allow liquor store to sell 
high alcoholic content beverages was not 
arbitrary and capricious.

Roland Toups applied for a zoning change and a 
special exception use to allow him to operate a liquor 
store in Shreveport and sell high alcoholic content 
beverages. Although both applications were initially 
granted, a local church appealed those decisions to the 
City Council, which overturned both decisions. Toups 
appealed to district court which, although reversing the 
Council’s decision denying the rezoning of the property, 
upheld its decision denying the special exception use 
for the sale of high alcoholic content beverages.

Toups appealed the district court’s decision to the 
Louisiana Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal ini-
tially upheld the district court, but on rehearing held 
that the City Council had acted arbitrarily and capri-
ciously in denying the special exception use, and that 
the district court had erred in affirming that decision.

The City appealed the Court of Appeal’s decision 
regarding the special exception use, and the Supreme 
Court of Louisiana reversed. The Court of Appeal, 
noted the Supreme Court, had found that the Coun-
cil had acted arbitrarily and capriciously in denying 
the special exception use because its decision was 
not supported by objective facts. The Court of Ap-
peals found that Toups had supported his position 
with “rational and objective facts,” whereas his op-
ponents had merely submitted unsubstantiated opin-
ions as to increases in traffic and crime that might 
result from granting the special exception use.

The Court of Appeal’s reasoning, said the Supreme 
Court, was contrary to longstanding jurisprudence 
which recognizes that expressions of opinion by citi-
zens to a legislative body may serve as the means by 
which that body learns the will of the people and 
determines what benefits the public good. The Court 
of Appeal’s approach would require courts to inquire 
into the motivations and wisdom of legislative de-
terminations by concluding that only opinions sup-
ported by “rational and objective facts” are worthy 
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of acceptance by legislators. Such an approach, said 
the Supreme Court, has been soundly rejected, par-
ticularly in the context of zoning decisions; it is not 
within the province of a court to second-guess a zon-
ing decision that appears to have been based on ap-
propriate and well-founded concerns for the public.

The court went on to say that the decision of the 
Council was reasonably related to promoting public 
health, safety, and welfare. Opponents of the special 
exception use raised concerns about the proximity of 
the store to a local church and its school, and traf-
fic ramifications. While recognizing that three other 
stores in the same area were also permitted to sell 
alcohol, the court noted that those stores were al-
lowed to sell beer and wine, not hard liquor, and 
that the sale of alcohol was not their main purpose. 
The court also noted that the proposed liquor store 
would feature a drive-in window at which custom-
ers could purchase drinks, sealed only by tape, and 
reenter traffic. The Council, said the court, could 
logically assume that these factors, coupled with the 
presence of novice drivers from the nearby church 
school, could increase the likelihood of traffic acci-
dents in the area. The court also held that the denial 
of the special exception use did not amount to a local 
prohibition without voter approval, an act forbidden 
by state law. Toups v. City of Shreveport, 60 So. 3d 
1215 (La. 2011).

Court of Appeals of Mississippi holds that 
property owners had standing to appeal 
grant of permit for nonconforming use.

Mike Jones leased property near Lake Washing-
ton, a popular vacation spot, and on the property 
he operated an RV campground and a convenience 
store, and rented out cabins. In 2006, Washington 
County’s Zoning Ordinance was adopted. Jones’s 
businesses were not in conformity with the ordi-
nance, but were allowed to remain in operation as 
permissible nonconforming uses as long as they were 
not expanded.

Jones began displaying and selling on the property 
portable cabins. Most of the portable cabins were re-

moved from Jones’s property by their purchasers, but 
two of the cabins were, at the request of the purchas-
ers, placed on RV lots elsewhere on Jones’s property. 
The purchasers paid Jones rent like RV users.

The Washington County Planning Director told 
Jones he could not display the cabins on his land, 
and could not keep the two cabins on the RV lots, 
because these activities constituted an expansion of 
his nonconforming use. The Washington County 
Planning Commission agreed that the display of the 
cabins for sale was an impermissible expansion, and 
Jones stopped displaying the cabins. The Commis-
sion disagreed with the Director about allowing the 
two purchased cabins to be located on RV lots. The 
Commission found that this was a permissible con-
tinuation of the nonconforming use, not an expan-
sion, and granted Jones a permit to allow the cabins 
to remain.

Four nearby homeowners appealed the decision to 
the Board of Supervisors, which affirmed the Com-
mission’s decision. The circuit court, however, re-
versed the Board of Supervisors’ decision.

On appeal, the Court of Appeals of Mississip-
pi reversed. Although Jones argued that the hom-
eowners had no standing to challenge the Board 
of Supervisors’ decision, the court disagreed. All 
of the homeowners owned homes on Lake Wash-
ington, and two of them owned land adjacent to 
Jones’s property. They alleged that their property 
values would be adversely affected if Jones were al-
lowed to continue placing portable cabins on his 
land. This, said the court, was a sufficient assertion 
of a colorable interest in the subject matter of the 
litigation to confer standing.

Turning to the merits, the court noted that the 
zoning ordinance’s definition of an RV appeared to 
be broad enough to include the portable cabins, in 
which case their placement on the RV lots would 
not be an expansion of the nonconforming use. The 
Board of Supervisors’ decision was, therefore, fair-
ly debatable and was not manifestly unreasonable. 
The circuit court had erred in setting aside the deci-
sion. Jones v. Lutken, 62 So. 3d 455 (Miss. Ct. App. 
2011), reh’g denied, (May 31, 2011).
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